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Geophysics – Retail 
The spaces and buildings in which people meet, eat, shop, stay or just relax over a cup 
of coffee are critical to the success of the businesses running them. We are aware of our 
clients’ safety needs and their desire to keep intrusion and disruption to a minimum when 
their premises are undergoing intrusive works.

At RSK, we provide non-intrusive, geophysical survey solutions for supermarket 
developments, outdoor spaces and buildings. Our solutions range from mapping buried 
obstructions and anomalous ground conditions to tracing buried utilities. RSK is licensed by 
OfCom for the use of ground-penetrating radar. 

From a well-designed survey, a detailed map of the buried utilities and underground 
obstructions can be produced. In addition, a detailed topographic drawing can be made: all 
this from one cycle of site work and reporting that saves both time and money. 

Key benefits of a geophysical survey
Environmental – non-invasive with minimal ground disturbance  ■

Minimal disruption to customers ■

Rapid data acquisition and coverage of large sites ■

Potentially lower engineering costs and optimisation of borehole and trial-pit  ■

investigation programmes

Project delivery runs to schedule ■

Applications 
Buried utility mapping  ■

Brownfield site surveys for locating buried  ■

structural remains, piles, foundations, 
basements and tanks

Contaminated land mapping ■

Locating mineworkings and voids ■

Structure and concrete surveys  ■

Topographical surveys ■

Key projects
ASDA (client: RG Group), Langley Mill, 
Nottingham, UK
Full-coverage, Level 6, utility infrastructure 
survey undertaken to locate buried services and 
obstructions on roads surrounding a new-build site

ASDA (client: Bielski Associates), Basildon, 
Essex, UK
Structural investigation involving ground-
penetrating radar to determine slab thickness, 
reinforcement and pile locations

Waitrose (client: Wates Group), Ampthill, 
Bedfordshire, UK 
Ground-penetrating radar, radio-detection and 
drainage survey undertaken to locate buried 
soakaways beneath a car park 

Various Sainsbury’s stores, UK
SafeGround surveys to detect buried utility 
infrastructure

For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact: 
Dr George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)
RSK Group plc has achieved certification to the ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 standards for quality, environmental and health and safety management.

Geophysical survey for a supermarket extension.
Ground-penetrating radar survey (inset) and sample 
CAD plan of buried services surrounding a proposed 
retail development.


